GlassWrite™ PowerPlane® Table

The height adjustable PowerPlane® Table makes a grand return to the Egan Visual lineup, and for the first time with an all-glass surface. Available in two distinct styles, the Egan GlassWrite™ PowerPlane® Table excels on both form and function. The GlassWrite surface features low-iron tempered safety glass (PPG Starphire®) for high optical clarity, and reduced tint. Specify almost any color or choose clear and specify a sub-glass plane in any of a number of wood veneers. To adjust the height, simply tilt the switch (two on every table for easy accessibility) or use the free Bluetooth® app.

Standard or custom table tops can be ordered separately to suit your own base. Call Customer Service to inquire.

Infinite Palette
1,050 standard colors are available at no additional charge on all Egan GlassWrite and EganAero products. Call Customer Service to inquire.

Sub-glass Plane:
- Etxe Option
  - EganMetallic
  - Black
  - Charcoal
  - Gray
  - Platinum
  - Putty
  - Sand
  - Slate
  - Taupe

Veneer Option
- Grey Oak
- Light Oak
- Medium Oak
- Dark Oak
- Black Oak
- Cherry
- Mahogany
- Natural Maple
- Walnut

Options
- Code: I
  - Description: EganINK
  - Price: See above

How To Order:
GWT A W 72 42 WH BL

What’s in the box:
- Height adjustable table legs, table base and two (2) push button up/down switches
- Egan Adhere for GlassWrite Color option
- GlassWrite surface as specified: Sub-glass plane

Product notes:
- Standard Rectilinear surface shape comes with rounded corners (1/4” radius)
- Two (2) intuitive lift/lower switches allow user to tilt the switch manually to activate
- When specifying a clear table surface, the surface-to-body mounts will be visually apparent. They are machined ‘pucks’ that are permanently bonded to the glass, and then sit into recesses in the table body, and bolted from below. This way the table top may be removed to permit sub-glass cleaning of the clear glass surface, if required.
- When specifying a GlassWrite surface in any standard or custom color, the table is fixed in place using Egan Adhere™. The table top is not easily removed, however the underside of the glass should not typically require any cleaning since the opaque color surface is permanently bonded to the underside of the glass.
- Battery warranty one (1) year
- Free Bluetooth app available (iOS and Android compatible)